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Gisi Fleischmann and establishment of Labour Camps in Slovakia 

 

The presented topic is part of research for my MA thesis for Hochschule für Jüdiche 

Studien which is focused on Gisi Fleischmann as a female leader who was involved in 

collaboration (The Jewish Central in Slovakia) as well as resistance (The Working Group 

established within the Jewish Central) that was aiming to save all European Jews through 

bribery. Part of plan of Gisi Fleischmann and her group was establishing Labour Camps in 

Slovakia to prevent deportations of Jews of Slovakia.  

 My presentation will deal with the functioning of Jewish elite gathered in the Jewish 

Central which was a form of a Judenrat in Slovakia and their position during establishment of 

Labour Camps in Slovakia during World War II through the life of a fascinating person – Gisi 

Fleischmann - the only woman in a leading position of Jewish Councils in Europe. 

Firstly, I will briefly discuss the situation of the Slovak republic which was introduced 

as a result of German international politics and Slovak attempt to reach autonomy. The Slovak 

republic had introduced anti-Jewish laws since its establishment. Soon most of Jews were 

excluded from work due to anti-Semitic policy.  

The mass of pauperized unemployed Jews and the dislocation of Jews from Bratislava 

were one of the most crucial reasons of building of Labor Camps in Slovakia. The first Labor 

Camp in Slovakia was established in Vyhne in 1940, later in 1941/2 Labor Camps in Sereď 

and Nováky were established. It was the Jewish Central that tried to organize Jewish Labor 

Centers and Labor Camps earlier than the Slovak authorities.  

The main goal of the plan of establishment of Camps was to integrate a not productive 

mass of dislocated and unemployed into productive people capable to work, so they could 

contribute on the economics of the state. Thus people would contribute on the state economics 

which should prevent them to be deported. The Jewish Central had to take care of the budget 

needed for building those labor camps and centrals. Gisi Fleischmann was contacting her 

partners in Switzerland and asked for particular financial help for camps. Thus the people 

living and working in camps could live according to one´s need for life. The Jewish Central 
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deputed her to gain funds at first to provide the labor camps in Slovakia. Fleischmann 

approached a head of the European branch HICEM to obtain some funds. In the summer 1942 

Fleischmann with Dr. Ernst Abeles also went to Budapest to ask for financial aid for 

providing food and other needs for people in labor camps. 

The Jewish Central also tried hard to get state orders for camps so they could independent, 

self-sufficient and flourishing thus interesting and economically interesting for the state. 

Members of the Jewish Center believed that the camps saved people and helped to stop 

deportations and they hoped that they would rescue people in future. As deportations started 

the Labor Camps and Centers were regarded as a possibility to be excluded from transports. 

The Camps should serve a purpose of isolation Jews from the rest of the population and 

including them into forced labor which also meant some kind of protection. 

The Jewish Central was the initiator of the Labor Camps and was involved in their 

building much earlier that it was forced to do so. The pragmatic understanding of life created 

the illusion among many Jewish representatives that contribution and profit for Slovaks and 

Germans from the productive work, especially in war industry, could help to stop 

extermination of Jews. This initiative was an expression of the belief that labor camps could 

be an effective tool to moderate the evil and rescue before the bigger evil. However the desire 

of representatives of the Jewish Central and the Working group to create the tool of stopping 

deportation did not happen. 

There were different opinions to building labor camps. Some believed that if the camps 

were economically valuable for the state there would have been the possibility to protect 

Jews. Others saw the danger of easier way how to concentrate and then deport Jews. The most 

radical voices claimed that camps protected the chosen ones while offering others to be 

deported. Building labor camps in Slovakia was seen as one of very few possibilities how to 

prevent deportations. Unfortunately local labor camps were the best human storehouse once 

deportations were renewed those in 1944. 

	


